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ABSTRACT   

 

The objective of this dissertation is to explore the influence of afrofuturism as a musical aesthetic from 

1960s to the present and to discuss how artists, embracing the movement from Jazz to Hip Hop, have 

sought to create narratives that transcend racial identity in a quest for a kind of metaphysical 

enlightenment.  I intend to delve into themes explored in the work of artists from John and Alice 

Coltrane to Flying Lotus and offer analysis of their musical expression through the lens of 

afrofuturism.  I will further demonstrate how this intellectual and artistic movement sought to look 

beyond culture and race politics to develop a new kind of empowerment that resonated like no other 

within the black community.  My research will allow me to examine the development in sound, 

instrumentation, collaboration and compositional strategies chosen to express these artists’ desire to 

push musical boundaries, while moving to what many deem a higher consciousness.   

 

The key findings and conclusions of this paper are that afrofuturism as an aesthetic movement, was 

born out of the artistic desire of African Americans to look beyond the pain of racial identity politics. 

Secondly, it will delve into the role that Eastern philosophies, technology and the space exploration 

had on the development of the movement.  

Thirdly, it will uncover how afrofuturism opened creative doors for musical experimentation that wove 

simultaneously through the different genres of black music, often producing cutting edge sound, 

ethereal lyrics and outrageous visuals. Finally, this research will shed light on how this important and 

yet under-explored subgenre of black music coexists with today’s music scene.    

 

Afrofuturism has been with us for nearly 60 years and has had an undeniable impact on black artists 

and intellectuals since it began to creep into consciousness.  It is pertinent now and will continue to be 

in the foreseeable future. 
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Imagine a world where the colonization of Africa never happened.  Imagine that there was never the 

African slave trade, genocide, and systemic denial of basic human dignity and respect.  These 

imaginings are the basis of Afrofuturism and the remaking of the African narrative.  While a dream for 

some, the idea of owning one’s own story has become part of a social and aesthetic movement that is 

more relevant today than ever before. 

 

From the time the first African set foot in the Americas, he has sought to maintain some sense of his 

own identity.  Forbidden to read and write or practice any other form of intellectual expression, music 

was the single most important feature of cultural life. Music was a constant in a nightmarish existence 

and helped to steady the nerves and give a grounding to people living through extraordinary cruelty.  

Music was life, it was god, it was beauty, it was escape, and it was protest.  Four centuries later, the 

changing sound of black music is inspired by the intersection of art, technology, spirituality and the 

need to change the narrative—in other words, Afrofuturism.  

  

To explore the nature of afrofuturism is to understand the politics and spirituality infused in African 

American sound.   This paper is divided into three chapters focusing on different aspects of 

afrofuturism.  The first chapter offers an explanation of afrofuturism and its historical roots (chapter 1), 

The second Alice and John Coltrane’s Transcendence (chapter 2), and the sound of Flying Lotus and 

ethereal hip-hop (chapter 3).  I will uncover the historical and political contexts of black music in order 

to explore the backbone of what this research questions: How did the advent of afrofuturism impact 

the sound of black music across musical genres? What role did technologies of the day, influence 

those sounds? And how has afrofuturism been shaped through non-western beliefs? To answer these 

questions, I analyze, compare and contrast compositions, music videos and underline the themes 

created by a number of afro-futurists from the last 60 years.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
WHAT IS AFROFUTURISM? 
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Long before there was a name for the movement, African-American artists, musicians and writers 

toyed with existentialist philosophy, cosmic musings and eastern religion as a way of understanding 

the world in which they inhabited. It was only in 1994 that Mark Dery coined the term Afrofuturism in 

his essay, Black to the Future1, in which he defined it as: 

   

Speculative fiction that treats African American themes and addresses African-American 

concerns in the contest of twentieth century technoculture—and, more generally, African 

American signification that appropriates images of technology and a prosthetically enhanced 

future. (Dery, p.180) 

 

More recently, in a Sonic Acts lecture Womack (2017, min. 8:20) describes it: 

 

as a way of looking at the future and alternate realities through a black cultural lens…a 

method of self-liberation and of self-healing. 

 

As constant as music has been a part of the black diaspora experience, musicians have sought to 

reclaim their sonic uniqueness and message.  The ultimate message of the afrofuturist musician is 

that music can make us soar, create communities and conversations. 

 

Ultimately, afrofuturism is a movement that offered the freedom to look beyond the constructs of racial 

politics and to create a narrative that put black people on an equal cosmic, spiritual and intellectual 

footing with all of humanity.  Afrofuturism was born out of the cultural shifts that technology brought, 

while seeking to find an artistic voice that allows the artist to reimagine what it means to be black in a 

world that is not ready to embrace them.   

 

No conversation about afrofuturism could exist without mentioning its most audacious pioneer, the 

musician Sun Ra.  As early as 1950, Ra decided to free himself of his own biography and declared 

that he was in fact, an alien from Saturn, but put on earth to bring peace.   

Whether he believed this or not, is immaterial, what is important is that he chose to create a narrative 

that re-wrote his story.  With his story re-written, he was allowed to be as creative as he chose.  This 

is the most important tenet of afro-futuristic thought.   Ra would make over 100 albums that spanned 

every sub category of jazz, from swing to fusion.  Ra’s approach to music and philosophy were only 

limited to his imagination and his imagination was seemingly unlimited.  He wrote over a thousand 

compositions that were expressions of his mission in life.  He was free of biography, political 

constraints, musical rules, cultural aesthetics because he chose to be.   

 

Freedom as a state of mind did not go unnoticed by a number of other jazz musicians either.  Avant-

garde, free, experimental and fusion jazz began to take shape because of Ra’s influence. In an NPR 

                                                 
1 Dery, M. (1994). Black to the Future. [ebook] Durham: Duke University Press. 
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podcast series hosted by singer Nancy Wilson (2007, min. 3:00), she stated that Ra was the first 

person to integrate electronic instruments and synthesizers into jazz.  As early as the mid -1950s, Sun 

Ra was already experimenting with modifying synthesizers to produce sounds never before heard.   

 

More importantly, Ra appeared to make a correlation between the captured African slave, and the 

notion of being an extra-terrestrial.   Ra saw himself as the extra-terrestrial who was also a god, and 

who would escape his condition by re-writing his future. 

 

In an article written for The Guardian, Taylor-Stone (2014) described the important message of 

afrofuturism as follows: 

 

When one considers the social position of African-Americans during this period and 

their violent exclusion from society, leading to an overwhelming sense of 

otherness, believing oneself from Saturn doesn’t seem that far-fetched.  In fact, it 

expertly communicates the confusion and alienation of the black male experience 

in 20th century America. 

 

By the 1970s, The Parliament-Funkadelic, led by George Clinton came on scene wearing space-age 

garb, descending from a spacecraft he called, the Mothership.  They were pioneers of funk music and 

really reflected our cultural obsession with the possibilities of space exploration. While much of their 

approach was tongue and cheek, underlying it were clear socio-political themes. 

 

 In an article “Turn This Mutha Out” (Hicks, 2006), Clinton explains: 

 

We had put black people in situations nobody ever thought they would be in, like the White 

House. I figured another place you wouldn’t think black people would be was in outer space. I 

was a big fan of Star Trek, so we did a thing with a pimp sitting in a spaceship shaped like a 

Cadillac, and we did all these James Brown-type grooves, but with street talk and ghetto 

slang. Make my funk the P-Funk. 

 

If alienation from the mainstream was the catalyst for afrofuturism, George Clinton took that narrative 

a step further by creating a musical mythology that talked about the Mothership Connection (African 

roots) and funk (soul) as the source of life.   

 

This exploration of space mythology through a black lens permeated all of his music, and P-Funk, 

which is defined as pure funk, was the cornerstone of the sound.  The use of blaring electric guitars, 

synthesizers, horns and mesmerizing vocals evoked a cosmic resonance that was both commercially 

and critically exciting. George Clinton is widely considered the godfather of funk, but he certainly was 

influenced by genius of Sun Ra.   
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While most of this research revolves around the African-American origins of afrofuturism, no serious 

contemplation can be accomplished without recognizing the pioneering work of the Jamaican music 

producer, Lee Scratch Perry.   As afrofuturism is a pliable aesthetic, why not Reggae?  Perry added 

otherworldly magic to his beats that turned reggae into another genre sprinkled with an afrofuturistic 

twist.  According to an article for the BFI, Dery described Perry’s music in the following, “at its eeriest, 

it sounds like it was made of dark matter and recorded in the crushing gravity field of a black hole” 

(Clark, 2014) 

 

That description would be a compliment to any afrofuturist.  The desire to think outside the box of the 

narrative that has been chosen for you is the foundation of this aesthetic.  

 

In the same article, Kodwo Eshun follows this line of thinking when he wrote in his book More Brilliant 

than the Sun2: 

 

[Afrofuturists] have nothing in common with the common idea of black music which is 

that it belongs to the street or the stage—it’s not live or out in the urban.  It’s 

impossible, imaginary music (Clark, 2014). 

 

In any discussion about afrofuturism, it would be foolish not to also mention the visual aesthetics that 

play a significant role in the sound. Theatrical costumes, jewelry, face paint and props were essential 

to any performance.  If anything, the costumes enhanced their sonic messages. It was the notion of 

thinking outside the box.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The impossible, otherworldly look is the logical direction for the artist-militant. Here are some images 

of Sun Ra and The Funkadelics: 

 

                                                 
2 Eshun, K. (1999). More brilliant than the sun. 1st ed. London: Quartet Books Limited. 
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Sun Ra  
(Clashmusic, 2018) 

 

 

The Funkadelics 
(Discogs, 2018) 

                                                          
The essence of afrofuturism is that it creates the possibility for those living in the diaspora to confront 

the past and present and to look for a way forward through artistic expression and to choose a 

narrative that puts a different spin on what we came to accept as truth.  The roots of afrofuturism, 

however, have been a long time in the making.  

 

From African mysticism to today’s technological innovations in the West, the story of afrofuturism is 

being constantly re-written and has become the ever more complex and rich because of it. 

 

But even as we look at afrofuturism, we must also appreciate the fact that futurism as a concept 

actually dates to the beginning of the 20th century in Italy, with the poet and editor, Filippo Tommaso 

Martinetti.  He led an art movement calling for the dismantling of institutions of the past, while 

celebrating innovation, originality, spontaneity and technology. He wanted more than anything for Italy 

to be freed from the constraints of the past.  In the area of music, the earliest tenets of futurism 

encouraged experimentation with sound and rejected the mainstream as mediocre—even in 1909. 

 

When it came to both rock and jazz, there were a number of white composers and musicians who 

adopted a futurist approach to their music.  They too rejected traditional and mainstream music, for 

non-conformity and experimentation.  What they had in common with afrofuturist is the desire to be 
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freed from societal expectations along with freedom of expression and a freedom think outside the 

box.  Frank Zappa, is notable because he was experimental, and eclectic, and understood the socio-

political implications of his work.  There is also John Maclaughlin, whose Mahavishnu Orchestra offers 

a mesmerizingly spiritual approach to his jazz/rock/Indian influenced music.  The list avant-garde, 

futurist, experimental musicians is potentially endless, but they are our pioneers and innovators.   

 

But the bigger question is what makes afrofuturism different, if the aim of the futurist is to buck the 

mainstream of commercialized sound?  The answer is simple: African American musicians found 

through afrofuturism, the possibility of changing the slave narrative and to put themselves on equal 

footing with the rest of humanity.  

 

Afrofuturism as an aesthetic is post-racial, metaphysical and pliable in its musical influence from jazz 

to hip-hop and everything in between.  In the black community, there are few things more evident than 

the power of music.  Now that it is here, it is an intrinsic and inextricable part of black identity since 

those disparate tribes set foot in the Americas over 400 years ago.  Afrofuturism is now deeply 

entrenched in that story and will continue to enrich everything it touches. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
REINVENTION OF AFRICAN AMERICAN SOUND: ALICE AND JOHN COLTRANE’S TRANSCENDENCE 
 

This chapter aims to explore the cultural and spiritual seeds that favored a sonic reinvention of 

African-American sound, as it took up the baton of afrofuturism.  I will give a general overview of how 

non-Western beliefs and musical approaches shaped jazz after 1960, as well as, examine how the 

development of Alice and John Coltrane’s transcendental approach to their music, created a “Spiritual 

Jazz.”  Further, I will examine how their compositional strategies stayed true to the afrofuturistic 

aesthetic and I finally, I will analyze the integration of traditional Indian instrumentation and 

philosophies in a select few tracks that inspired an approach to jazz that appealed to the post-racial 

identity.  

 
Much like today, 1960s America was in the grip of a painful amalgamation of war, political and social 

unrest along with incredible technological advancement. This combination of factors meant that 

African American artists, and particularly musicians, were ideally placed to explore the possibilities of 

afrofuturism. With the emergence of the Civil Rights Movement and a burgeoning black nationalist 

identity, social activists and artists moved away from Christianity because of its tool in their 

oppression.  Some were drawn to a myriad of political and spiritual alternatives such as Islam, 

Buddhism and Hinduism.  These explorations were a way to escape the reality of race identity politics 

that plagued black community, but also to look beyond Christianity and seek a truth that was not 

inculcated through western dogma.  

 

In an article for Pitchfork, writer Beta (2015) explained it perfectly: 

 

Jazz began to push against all constraints, be it chord changes, predetermined 

tempos, or melodies, so as to best reflect the pursuit of freedom in all of its forms.  

Rather than the Tin Pan Alley standards, modal explorations, and cool poses that 

previously defined the genre, there was now chaos, noise, and tumult to be found.  

 

John Coltrane’s influence on the evolution of jazz is unquestionable.  He was an innovator, an 

intellectual and master at his craft.  He is credited with bringing avant-garde, modal and hard 

bop to jazz fans—but even this was not enough.  When the great Hindustani classical musician Ravi 

Shankar began touring the United States in the 1950s and 60s, Coltrane became an avid fan.  He 

was fascinated by the sound of his sitar and the mesmerizing spirituality behind those sounds.  

Although Coltrane’s music was deeply rooted in the jazz tradition, he, like any burgeoning afrofuturist, 

was fascinated with looking outwardly to a post-racial approach to composing his music.  Coltrane 

payed close attention to Shankar’s melodic structuring, harmonic flexibility and rhythmic ingenuity.  

His desire to understand the technique behind the sound led him to an interest in Indian raga and 

non-western scales and he also had an understanding of the rasa, the notion of certain pieces of 

music affecting mood (Clements, 2009, pp.157-159). 
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Coltrane’s interest in Indian religion and philosophy led him to produce such albums as India (1961) 

and Om (posthumously released in 1968). Before his death in 1967, Coltrane thought long and hard 

about how he wanted to express his new found religious awakening.  Titles like A Love Supreme, 

Selflessness and Meditations were all part of his interest in both Hindu and Buddhist philosophies.   A 

Love Supreme (1965) is his most successful album and a great example of Spiritual Jazz or as 

Breach (2017) calls it devotional modern jazz.   

  

These titles show his early interest in spirituality. Moreover, in an exchange with Nate Hentoff, 

Coltrane defines Om as the first vibration—that sound, that spirit that sets everything else into being. 

It is The Word from which all men and everything else comes, including all possible sounds that man 

can make vocally. It is first syllable, the primal word, the word of power.3 

 

In the beginning of Coltrane’s 1968 Om, the sound of voices chanting verses sixteen and seventeen 

of the ninth chapter of The Bhagavad Gita Translated by Swami Prabhavanda and Christopher 

Isherwood (2011, pp.71-72). 

 
Rites that the Vedas ordain, and the rituals taught by the scriptures, 
All these am I, and the offering made to the ghosts of the fathers, 
Herbs of healing and food, the mantram, the clarified butter: 
I the oblation and I the flame into which it is offered.  
 
I am the sire of the world, and this world's mother and grandsire I am He who awards to each 
the fruit of his action: 
I make all things clean 
I am OM...OM...OM...OM...  

 

The recording is unquestionably ethereal.  By merging the chanting of the Bhagavad Gita into his 

work – he created a recording that was experimental and otherworldly. The musical instruments 

included at the start of the composition is what sounds like a kalimba, gong, and chimes. The 

chanting of these two verses is dark and perhaps even a little menacing. This album was an 

introduction and perhaps even a provocation, requiring his fans to travel the road to Nirvana with him.  

An interpretation of that text is that “the divine essence permeates all things” (Clements, 2009, p.159).  

 

Coltrane was introducing his listeners to the idea of a universal consciousness which is a break from 

the Christianity which he grew up with.  By creating and exploring this Eastern understanding of the 

self, he espoused the afrofuturist desire to throw off the limits that the notion of race imposes and to 

forge an understanding of the universality of the soul and to move into transcendence.   

This work is universal and yet very personal.  Hentoff wrote, “for Coltrane, the music was a way of 

self-purgation so that he could learn more about himself to the end of making himself and his music 

part of the unity of all being” (1984, p.205). 

 

                                                 
3 This conversation can be seen on the record’s sleeve note which you will find in appendix A, turn to page 28. 
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Taking up the mantle after his death was Coltrane’s long-time collaborator and wife, Alice.  In the 

months following John’s death, Alice fell into what many believed was a deep depression.  She re-

emerged and released her first album as bandleader a year later called, A Monastic Trio (1968).   

Alice Coltrane was clearly on a path that she had already prepared with John.   

 

Alice’s albums bore titles that evoked a continued exploration of a kind of otherness that is endemic in 

afrofuturistic contemplation.  The albums, Universal Consciousness, Astral Meditations and World 

Galaxy and Reflection on Creation and Space were clear indicators of a sense of alienation that black 

artists were feeling and a need for to find somewhere that they belonged.  Alice Coltrane landed on 

her feet and found exactly where she belonged. 

 

Believed to be one of her best offerings, the album Journey in Satchidananda (1971) offered the best 

mix of both avant-garde jazz and Indian inspired modal music.  At varying times playing piano or harp, 

Alice along with Pharoah Sanders on soprano sax, created a hypnotically multi-layered offering.   Not 

only is there Pharoah Sanders, but Vishnu Wood on the oud and Charlie Haden on bass (Isis and 

Osiris) with Rashied Ali on drums, Cecil McBee on bass as well, Majid Shabazz on bells and 

tambourine and Tulsi on tambura. 

 

Much like John, Alice used quite a few elements of Indian classical music in this album.  She used the 

alap, or a free metre introduction at the beginning of a song which often plays over the tambur drone.  

She also used  vikriti, a method of playing a limited set of notes, and playing every variation and 

combination that those notes could make.  Moreover, she made good use the the tanpura to create 

the drone effect which is a prominent feature of Indian music.  The drone served  as an sonic base 

onto which melody and improvisation could be poured, thereby creating new harmonic structures.   

 

The experimental nature of her music was definitely in the mold afrofuturism, i.e., bucking the 

commercial and simplistic, but having an expansive view of what she could accomplish musically. 

This album has Indian undertones, but it is steeped in a jazz identity. In an All Music review by Jurek 

(2009), he described it in the following way: 

 

The depths of which these blues are played reveal their roots in African antiquity more fully 

than any jazz or blues music on record, a tenet that exists today, decades after the fact. 

 

Journey in Satchidananda features five works, each very different, each telling a story.  While there 

are clear Indian influences, both the saxophone and the piano remind us of the African roots of 

Coltrane’s jazz.  The use of modulations in tempo and phrasing are typical of most improvisation, but 

there is a undercurrent of peace and even joy when listening to these instrumentals that speak 

volumes.   

In a 2017 article in the New Yorker, Hsu sums up perfectly the power of Alice:   
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She came to believe that bliss was close at hand—it was inside you.  The universe 

wasn’t a range of options and futures that were light-years away; it was an idea you 

couldn’t quite grasp, and in the struggle to try to imagine infinity’s sprawl all you could 

do was just try and align yourself with it. 

 

There is no better way to understand the meaning behind Alice Coltrane’s work. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
AFROFUTURISM AND HIP HOP:  
FLYING LOTUS 

 

Oddly enough, not many people would associate hip hop with afrofuturism. Many of hip hop’s early 

themes centered on surviving the realities of inner city life where crime, violence, drugs and despair 

dominated the narrative.  Those themes and those images sold records, but they didn’t offer the whole 

story.  More and more today, there are a growing number of hip hop artists looking beyond those old 

themes are embracing the afrofuturist aesthetic telling a completely different story.   

 

The aim of this chapter is to explore role of afrofuturism and its impact on hip hop.  While my primary 

focus will be directed toward the multi-dimensional artist, Flying Lotus, I will look at how the afrofuturist 

aesthetic impacted the creative process of a few other electronic producers and discuss how the 

sampling of non-western sounds are a growing trend in hip hop.  To fully understand this progression, 

a chronological timeline between the years of 1980s to the present can be drawn to put it all in 

perspective. 

 

As mentioned before, one of the tenets of afrofuturism is the use of technology. By the 1980s-

technological innovation in sound was expanding, but the creative instincts of inner city youngsters are 

what propelled technology forward with the use of sampling.  Sampling in music production is a 

technique that involves the process of taking an audio recording and using a specific portion of that 

recording as an instrument.  The sample can be played and programmed as a loop to create the 

foundation of a musical track, or it can be used as a one shot hit to express a certain emotion in a 

track.  There are a variety of methods to sampling, but the most popular method in early hip hop was 

sampling a drum break and looping it for the rhythmic part of a track and then adding layers of more 

samples on top to create a full-fledged composition.  

 

One of the most prolific producers of 1990s hip hop was J Dilla. He was known as a sampling master 

whose work was used in the recordings of Erykah Badu, A Tribe Called Quest, The Roots and 

Common, to name a few.  His beats spoke softly and sometimes they yelled, but their hypnotic 

language gave way to an afrofuturist tonal quality that everyone wanted.  Having died in in 2006, Dilla 

is still considered to be the most influential hip hop producer of all time.  In fact, most of the hip-hop 

records produced in the mid 90s had roots in his work.  He was never commercially successful but 

within the hip-hop community, his name is gold.  J Dilla was a Coltrane in hip hop because “he made 

people want to play like the beats he created” (NPR, 2017).  The improvisational freedom of hip hop 

and technological possibilities of sampling were slowly bringing the genre closer to the elements of 

afrofuturism that can also be heard in free jazz. 

 

As it happens, hip hop producers typically sample jazz, soul and funk records, as Glasper states (NPR, 

2017) “jazz is the mother and father of hip hop music, they’re both music that were born out of 
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oppression, they’re both […] protest music. Naturally if you’re a hip-hop producer that wants a lot of 

melodic stuff happening you’re probably going to go to jazz first.”  

 

This statement is important and underlines the aesthetic of African American hip hop producers as 

there is a natural progression towards afrofuturism.  All black music is political, it can be argued, and 

attempts to take hold of the narrative content of its work.   

 

Hip hop producer Madlib was the first to push the boundaries of hip hop by sampling non-western 

music.  He essentially pushed aside the often regurgitated themes of poverty, crime and hustling and 

created futuristic beats. Madlib was pretty much looking at the same direction as Sun Ra, the 

Coltrane’s and Pharoah Sanders, he had an interest in non-western sounds, his compositions are 

peppered with choppy samples, repeated loops, change in tempo and mood. His beats were more 

experimental than J Dilla’s and in later years Steven Ellison aka Flying Lotus came to the scene with 

his own approach to hip hop.  

 

Flying Lotus (or FlyLo) came to the scene in the early 2000s, with a more ethereal approach to hip 

hop, he was influenced by J Dilla, Madlib but mostly Alice Coltrane. In fact, Alice Coltrane was his 

great-aunt and is credited with having a tremendous impact on his sound (NPR, 2010). In the great 

afrofuturist tradition, Lotus gravitated towards Eastern influenced hip hop beats, 70s space age 

cosmology and even 60s jazz harp as a nod to his aunt, Alice Coltrane.  The aesthetics of afrofuturism 

in Lotus’ work can best be understood through three studio albums:  Los Angeles (2008), 

Cosmograma (2010) and Until the Quiet Comes (2012).  
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THE SONIC DIMENSION OF AFROFUTURISM, LOS ANGELES  

 

Los Angeles is FlyLo’s second studio album released in 2008 on Warp Records. It is a 17-track 

experimental album that embodies elements of afrofuturism.  Similar to Alice Coltrane’s music, Los 

Angeles is a forward thinking and spiritual record. The reason why I chose his second studio album 

over his first is because I personally think it has stronger elements of afrofuturism and it was all done 

on a laptop. 

 

 

(Los Angeles, Album artwork, 2014) 
 
 

Breath Something/Stellar Star is the second track of Los Angeles and the overall mood is captivating 

and definitely makes your head nod. The first 40 seconds of the track is a build-up, we are presented 

with a lot of textures, we hear foley and what seems to be vinyl crackle sounds and tape hiss.  

 

FlyLo sampled the singers from the track Breathe (2007) by The Cinematic Orchestra, the sample 

used appears at 5:06 in the track. The sample was pitched higher than the original to express an 

angelic feeling, the sample is heard throughout the whole composition.  

 

Let’s not forget that afrofuturism is “a way at looking at the future and alternate realities through a 

black cultural lens, it is a method of self-liberation and self-healing” (2017, min. 8:20). Afrofuturism is 

black sci-fi, black fantasy, black consciousness and black experience; It involves the African diaspora 

and Flying Lotus is clearly part of this movement and aesthetic. 

 

Breathe Something/Stellar Star, already suggest Lotus’s interest into spirituality, concern of space 

travel and cosmology hence “Stellar Star”. The whole track can seemingly be placed over a science 
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fiction film and it will look and sound good.  I think what stands out the most in Lotus’s work is his use 

of complex textures and layers of sounds and instruments and the way he manipulates them to give a 

spacey feeling.  Most of his music is quite fast, he captures a pumping and progressive feeling with 

wonky drum patterns and heavy bass sounds, he makes you feel like you are in a spaceship. What 

also stands out in the track is the bass sound that resembles the thrust force of a car (0:56), it gives 

off this space-age, high-tech environment.  

 

Comet Course is the sixth track in Los Angeles, he samples the vocals in the beginning of The Sun 

(1968) a composition by John and Alice Coltrane.  Lotus tends to creep in vocals in his music which 

creates an otherworldly feeling, he will add reverb, distortion and a bit of delay to glue the cosmic 

mood of the track.  The sample spoken by John Coltrane is heard twice at 0:56 and towards the end 

at 2:35:  

May there be peace, love, and perfection throughout all creation, O God 

 

The repetition of this quote gives us Coltrane’s devotional and spiritual chant, while Lotus layers this 

with a futurist atmospheric sound, coupled with the noises of playful creatures in the background.   

 

He uses a sustained synth pad which generates background ambiance but on top of that he is using a 

bass that follows the drum pattern.  There is another sample that stands out and I believe it’s a choir 

harmonizing which underlines a mysterious warm welcoming feeling.   

The track is rhythmic and abstract; his signature sound is the laser sound effect which everyone can 

relate to as sci-fiessque, he usually pans them to the left and right speaker and interchanges them 

from time to time. I like this idea because it sounds like a video game.   

In fact, in an interview from XLR8R (2008, min. 1:01) Lotus expresses his passion for video games 

and says he’s from the Nintendo generation:  

 

I’m used to hearing bleeps and all those things […] I think it’s a comforting sound to 

some people.   

 

Video game music has also had an impact on his sound and can be heard in almost all of his music, 

the Mario jump sound, the Zelda beep and so on.  There is a certain humor in these elements and 

they offer a contemporary twist to his work.  It offers an ingenious nod to merge video game SFX to 

his productions—because it recognizes the reality of gaming and the cultural role they play in a 

generation of people brought up in the Nintendo era.   

 

He also mentions that his music [read: Los Angeles] should be listened to inwardly with a focus on the 

musical elements. He believes that is more engaging to understand its brush strokes that way. This is 

evidently a notion passed on through the Coltrane legacy.  

He stated in XLR8R (2008, min. 5:20): 
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…my records are more like headphone music, I’d rather it be that way because I think if 

you’re going to make an album it should be something that people sit and think about and 

listen to, it can be that engaging experience where it’s not just mindless club music, mindless 

bass music [there is a time and place for all of it] but not on a record 

 

Afrofuturism has been around for decade and is not going anywhere soon.  It is like a spice that can 

be added to any dish and turns it into something otherworldly.  It is not tied to one genre or one 

particular theme, as mentioned in Chapter 1 – it comes in the form of funk, with George Clinton and 

as an alien invasion with Sun Ra.  As long as the expression is forward thinking and is expressed 

within the African diaspora it is afrofuturist.  
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THE SONIC DIMENSION OF AFROFUTURISM, COSMOGRAMMA  
 
 
Cosmograma is Lotus’s third studio album released on Warp Records two years after Los Angeles in 

2010.  It is a 17-track album, just like his previous album, he plays with the idea of the cosmos, aliens 

and the future.  This album includes more live instruments, and the genre is a mixture of psychedelic 

hip hop, experimental nu jazz, IDM and electronica. The collaborators include saxophone player Ravi 

Coltrane (John Coltrane’s son), Thundercat and instrumentalist Miguel Atwood-Ferguson. 

 

 
 

(Cosmogramma, Album artwork, 2010) 
 
The title Cosmogramma already says a lot about Lotus, and the album artwork definitely settles his 

afrofuturistic mind and aesthetic. The artwork seems to be directly inspired by Sun Ra’s 1979 album 

Sleeping Beauty.   

 

 
 

(Sleeping Beauty, Album artwork, 2018) 
 

However, there seems to be more influence on The Sun Ra Arkestra because the eighth track of 

Cosmogramma is tilted Arkestry.  He even mentioned on Pitchfork that he tried recording like Ra 

“where everything was done with one mic in the same room, […] with one take straight up, no 

overdubs” (Sisson, 2010). 
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When listening to Arkestry, the jazz influence can be heard, the alien-inspired sounds, the syncopated 

drum patterns, every element comes together. In the first 25 seconds of the track we are presented 

with a threatening and demonic soundscape, we hear mutants screaming and growling in reverb, 

layered with synth chaos, we are then stunned with a drumroll at 0:27 that intensifies the dynamic of 

the track. Note, the drumroll does not fade in but it jumps in your face to engage your listening, this is 

a very avant-garde technique.  

 

Lotus samples a portion of Great Galactic (2010) by Miguel Atwood-Ferguson, the sample is heard at 

0:11 in the Arkestry. The sample seems to be a recording of birdsong which is very melodic but at the 

same time he manipulated the recording to specifically create an eerie mood.  The sonified element of 

horror and anguish created in the first few seconds of the track is respectively afrofuturist, the 

combination of theatrical sci-fi storytelling that is involved and felt through his composition is 

undoubtedly improvised and Sun Ra-esque.  The chaos created by the drums could be a 

representation of disorder of this cosmic world but the madness shifts towards the middle and end 

when the harp and saxophone comes in.  I would not describe this track as gloomy but more thought 

provoking as there are diverse changes in mood. 

 

Lotus sampled Until the Sun Stops Shining (1978) by Chris Hinze, the sample appears at 2:15 in 

Arkestry.  He sampled singers harmonizing, this is quite a recurring element in Lotus’s music. The 

track starts with darkness and ends with light which is always a good way to end a story, it brings the 

listener back at peace and demonstrates his musical skills and ideas. 

 

To end, Cosmogramma is a challenging album to analyze because the tracks move from genre-to-

genre. The album is predominantly avant-garde jazz influence but it is intertwined with house, IDM, 

video game sounds and wonky hip hop. He shows off the extension of afrofuturism and sonifies them 

through all genres. 
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THE SONIC DIMENSIONS OF AFROFUTURISM, UNTIL THE QUIET COMES (score for short 
film) 
 
Until the Quiet Comes is Lotus’s fourth studio album released on Warp Records in 2012.  It is an 18-

track album that remains spiritual and dreamy. Compared to his other albums, this is probably the 

subtlest of them all, it’s less punchy and bassy hence “Quiet”.  The album includes vocals from Thom 

Yorke, Erykah Badu and Laura Darlington but also involves bassist Thundercat and instrumentalist 

Miguel Atwood-Ferguson.  

 

 
(Until the Quiet Comes, Album artwork, 2012) 

 
 
There are a lot of influences and afrofuturistic elements in this work.  He mentions in a Vibe interview 

(Wunsch, 2012) that for this album he was inspired by African percussion music, dreams and human-

subconscious. This album is more minimal than Los Angeles and Cosmogramma, his aim was to 

create something that people could dream to.  

 

A lot has been written about how visuals play an important role on communicating a message, so I 

thought should consider, Lotus’s short film Until the Quiet Comes. I want to look at how both the 

sound and the visuals can be considered afrofuturist. This short film was to promote Lotus’s upcoming 

album and the compositions included in the sheer 3 minute 50 seconds’ film are See Thru to U, 

Hunger and Getting There. I have chosen to examine Getting There because it is accompanied by 

stunning visuals.  

 

 

The work was in collaboration with experimental filmmaker Kahlil Joseph, winning the 2013 Sundance 

Film Festival’s Short Film Special Jury Award. The film was shot on a 35mm and is deeply rooted in 
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the themes of afrofuturism while reflecting the experience of poverty and violence.  Lotus and Joseph 

create a chilling, metaphysical socio political piece, with imbedded references to African cosmology 

and the after-life.  

 

The film opens with a young boy who has been shot and laying in a pool of blood and then cuts to a 

young man whose been shot dead, laying on the pavement. In this frame, children are in the 

background and witness the shooting.  Their faces don’t betray any shock, but an acceptance of the 

world as they know it.  This film offers a reflection of the black experience and what happens to young 

men when violence is normalized and when they have a look at the future that awaits them.  

However, this grim imagery is quickly transformed into something mystical.  

 

 

 Stills from Until the Quiet Comes 

(Warp Records, 2012) 

 

As soon as the beat drops, the corpse comes to life and starts to dance. This scene was shot in 

reverse and in slow motion, so the visuals are that much more intense.   Filmed at the Nickerson 

Gardens housing project in a rough part of Los Angeles, there is a clear disconnect between the 

visuals and the music. This incongruity allows both sound and visual to remain equally intense.  The 

corpse rises, contorts, floats and dances in synchronicity with the beat.  He makes his way to a red 

car full of other passengers.  He is being transported to another plane of existence.  He doesn’t resist, 

but goes willingly. 

  

The imagery is stunning, evoking references to the afterlife and the harsh realities of young men in 

that part of Los Angeles.  Some of these images (the ghost dance) has roots in African religious 

beliefs.  In an analysis of this video, the writer Duane Deterville links these images to Africa, with the 

water at the beginning and end of the clip as an element of Bantu-Kongolese cosmology—the barrier 

between the living and the dead is a body of water (Deterville, 2013). 

 

The musical components that stand out most are the drums and the wind chimes. Once more there is 

an incongruity with these two sounds. Chimes, originally used in ceremonies, celebrations and 
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announcements in numerous cultures also are a reference to peace, tranquility and stability. In this 

track the chimes are chilling and desolate.  When studying this piece of work, we can make a direct 

parallel with the soul dancing and the wind chimes singing. The spiritual essence of these two 

elements generate feelings of peace and continuity in spite of the chaos and tragedy. 

 

   

   

Various stills in Until the Quiet Comes 

 (Warp Records, 2012) 

Deterville (2013) writes: 

 

[The dancer’s] genius with using his body for making what he calls… “pictures to music” 

presents us with an image of his body/soul in an effortlessly masterful and fluid drift towards 

its destiny.  And, along that way we see him becoming more comfortable with the revelation 

as his swimming flight brings him closer to his transition to the other side.  

 

While this film delves deep into the themes of despair within the black community, it also illuminates 

the notion that the normalization of that despair is not just about black suffering but about human 

suffering.  This piece is beautiful, celestial and fits the brief of afrofuturism in that it goes beyond the 

constructs of conventional hip hop. The overlapping narratives of African cosmology and hip hop offer 

a metaphysical connection to afrofuturism that once more binds together the past, present and future.   
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CONCLUSION 
 
The aim of this dissertation was to explore the sonic influence of afrofuturism as an aesthetic from the 

1960s to present. The more I uncovered on the subject, the more questions, elements, individuals 

and belief systems came to the fore.  The interplay between technology and spirituality, the links 

between culture and politics and the needs of the individual and the collective consciousness are all 

part of a bigger understanding of afrofuturism.  The primary understanding that I come away with it 

that the greater need in the diaspora to be allowed to get on with creating a space for free thinkers 

and artists to do their work.  The old narratives and myths of black inferiority not only do harm to black 

women and men, but do harm to humanity.  

 

In as much as I could have written, I explored some of my musical heroes.  These individuals, in my 

opinion, have sought to transcend those old unhealthy beliefs of identity to create identities that felt 

true to them. Through the examination of the development of sound, instrumentation, collaboration 

and compositional strategies, these artists questioned the status quo that served to stifle creativity 

and freedom and artistic expression.    

  

The significance of this research is that the idea of afrofuturism is only the beginning of a new 

chapter.  The floodgates will open to much more creativity, much more discussion and much more 

enlightenment.  I also want to mention that while researching this paper, I as an African American feel 

that I have been given new direction in future related projects on identity. Finally, through this political, 

theoretical and practical work, I have been given a whole new world to uncover that can ultimately 

only help me as I contemplate the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

AFTERWORD 
 
Black Panther and the Sound of Afrofuturism 
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Long before the release of this film, I had been in the process of researching materials for this 

dissertation based on the sonic dimension of afrofuturism.  The term hadn’t crossed most of our 

minds before two weeks ago, and now it seems that it is one of the most popular searches trending 

on the net.  It would be a pity not to make mention of the film and soundtrack. 

 

The film imagines an African utopia where there was never any European colonization, there was no 

stripping of natural resources nor exploitation.  This fictional place, Wakanda, is the most 

technologically sophisticated country on the planet, boasting alien technology, a highly intelligent 

population and tremendous pride.  For the black people throughout the diaspora, Black Panther 

imagines a world that could have been.  It is fantasy, but it is everything that black audiences have 

been begging for.  The film successfully ties Africa and the diaspora to a narrative of Africa as they 

wished it could be.  The story, the visuals, the special effects, the soundtrack, is everything 

afrofuturist. 

The album is a compilation of tunes sourced by Kendrick Lamar.  There are only actually three of the 

songs from this album included in the film, but the album is quintessentially afrofuturist.  The tracks, 

Opps, Paramedic!, and King’s Dead are featured, but every song mixes African rhythms with hip hop 

beats and electronic threads and melodies that let you know you are entering new phase of black 

music.  Lamar is a lyricist and producer par excellence.  His words nudge, push and slap us into a 

political wokeness that demand our attention. 

 

In the opening song, Black Panther (Lamar, 2018), Lamar raps: 

 

King of my city, king of my country, king of my homeland/ king of the filthy, king of the fallen/, 

we livin’ again/ king of the shooter, looter, booster, and ghettos poppin’/ king of the past, 

present, future, my ancestors watchin’/ king of the culture, king of the soldiers, king of the 

bloodshed,/ king of the wisdom, king of the ocean, king of the respect/ king of the optimists 

and dreamers that go and get it… 

 

The soundtrack is entirely composed of African and Hip Hop/Trap elements.  The signature Trap hi-

hat rhythms and the Senegalese talking drum are heard throughout, this combination evoke the sci-fi 

whirs and drones with pulsating raps and rhythms that explore both nightmares and dreams.  Hip hop 

forever championing technology and its potential of propelling sound, thoughts and ideas forward, 

brought everything to this album and film.  Many may ask, what’s the big deal?  When you only have 

the possibility of the future to hold on to, afrofuturism is everything. 

 
 
 

APPENDIX A 
Zoomed in sleevenote  
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(OM, 1968. Sleevenote, 2016) 
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APPENDIX B 

Full view of John Coltrane’s OM sleevenote 

 
(OM, 1968. Sleevenote, 2016) 
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